
The Hills are Alive
 

A DIVISION OF HAMIL GROUP

Quilt designed by Terri Butler of Mama Said Sew
Finished size is approximately 35” x 52”



½ yd             SB20053-190 
⅜ yd             SB20103-860 
¼ yd             SB20053-170 
½ yd             SB20053-310 
 
 
1 panel        SB20280-710 
 
 

Fabric requirements 

1⅔ yd           SB20281-810 for Backing 
½ yd             SB20103-860 for Binding 
Batting        30” X  60” 

1. Square panel to measure 25½” X 42½” 
 

2. First border- 
From dark grey - SB20053-190 
Cut: 

  (2) 1½” X  25½” strips 
  (2) 1½” X 44½” strips 
 

3. Diamond pieced border units – 
 From yellow swirl - SB20053-310 
 Cut: 
  (5) 2½” strips  WOF     
 Sub cut into  (8) 2½” X 7¼“ segments, for top and bottom units 
 Sub cut into   (12) 2½” X 7⅞“  segments, for side units 
 
 From green scrolls - SB201053-860 
 Cut: 
 (5)  2½” strips WOF 
 Sub cut into  (8) 2½” X 7¼“ segments,  for top and bottom units 
 Sub cut into   (12) 2½” X 7⅞“  segments, for side units 
 
 From light grey swirl - SB20053-170 
 Cut: 
 40 - 2½” X 2½”  squares 
  
 From dark grey swirl – SB0053-190 
 Cut: 
 40   2½” X 2½” squares 

 
4. Save remaining fabric for paper piecing corner squares (foundation paper pattern on last page) 

Cutting 

WOF is width of fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge. 



 
1. Make border units using following method: 

1. !!!!!Keep top units and bottom units separate from side units. They 
are not the same size and you don’t need to go crazy! 

2. Using sub cut segments of green and yellow, place 2½” squares on 
ends of each of the yellow and green pieces making sure the color 
placement is as shown. 

light grey 

dark grey 

Diamond Border Piecing 

3.     Mark diagonal line as shown 
from corner to corner and stitch on 
line.   

4.     Trim off corners and press 
toward grey fabric.  

light grey 

dark grey 

Fabrics are shown with right sides together  



 
7. For corner blocks, print 4 copies of corner block pattern and use preferred method to 

paper piece. Pay close attention to color placement. Make 4 
8. To assemble borders, use ¼” seam allowance. 

• Side borders, use (6) 7⅞” X 4½” diamond blocks for each side  
 
 
 

• Top and bottom borders, use  (4) 7¼” X 4½”diamond blocks for each. Then add 
corner blocks to ends. Refer to colored picture to check block orientation.  
 
 

  

5. Sew green and yellow  pieces 
together with ¼” seam,  
making sure the grey 
triangles are pointing toward 
the center seam of the block. 

 

6. Press seam open.  

You will have : 
12 – units  @ 7⅞” X 4½” for the sides.  
8 – units @ 7¼” X 4½” for the top and bottom.  

Quilt Assembly 

1. Add dark grey 
border strips to 
top and 
bottom. 

2. Add dark grey 
strips to sides 

3. Add diamond 
borders to 
sides. 

4. Add diamond 
borders to top 
and bottom. 



green 

green 

yellow 

light grey 

light grey 

dark grey 

dark grey 

Corner block 

 paper piece 

make 4 
Finished size   4” X  4” 


